
Professional English 
for SK PRES
Specialised English Language Training

Based on a decade of experience in EU and language training, AINova offers an intensive 

language course for Working Party delegates, assistants and chair persons who are in 

Presidency corps and are likely to chair Council WP, or are in regular contact with EU affairs. The 

aim is to enhance their English language and communication skills to operate more effectively 

in their professional spheres, chair formal meetings and participate comfortably in informal 

talks.

Presidency of the EU Council is a challenge for national administration which becomes 

a manager of the EU decision-making for 6 months. The negotiation process is based on 

communication – with the Member States, the EU institutions as well as with the third parties. 

The role of a chair in negotiations is paramount. A lot of issues are discussed during the breaks 

and outside of the formal fora, in informal setting. It is these talks which might be decisive for 

the progress in negotiations.

The key players – presidency corps, chairpersons and national delegates – need a concise 

knowledge of the English language phrases and vocabulary to fulfil the specific tasks which are 

involved and thus, to guarantee our success in 2016 EU Council Presidency.

AINova has identified these tasks and the English language knowledge involved, and designed 

a three-day training, to equip the public officials concerned with the specific English language 

skills they will require.

Academia Istropolitana Nova
Prostredná 47/A
900 21 Svätý Jur
Slovenská republika
tel.: +421 2 4497 0452-3
e-mail: ainova@ainova.sk
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Professional English for SK PRES

Training Form and ConTEnT 

duration

3 working days

Content 

•	 Informal meetings and telephone conversations where participants practise Social 
English, and English for negotiating, e.g. formulating probing questions to establish 
where the specific delegations stand on the issues on the table; checking questions to 
ensure mutual understanding.

•	 Writing skills where templates with specific English language phrases for Agenda, 
Notes to the Presidency, Minutes of WGs, State-of-Play reports, Welcoming speeches, 
Press briefings are used as a basis for producing written communications

•	 Chairing a WP: the English language phrases to create a target oriented, consensus 
building climate, for (inter alia) opening and stating the aim the proceedings, 
summarising the background of the draft legislation under discussion; giving a short, 
concise presentation; inviting contributions and seeking clarification; identifying 
common positions and instructing delegates to re-draft compromise texts; the legal 
English language required in (re)formulating draft articles.

methodology

•	 working with an (adapted) authentic dossier 
•	 maximum participant involvement in preparation and delivery of all tasks 
•	 filming of tasks and video analysis 
•	 instant and individualised language feedback 

Course Fee

420 Eur (intensive 3 day teaching, course materials, personal feedback, certificate)

Venue

AINova teaching premises, Prostredná 64, Svätý Jur

Trainer

Brigid mcgrath has been an English Language and Communications Skills trainer for thirty 
years in Europe and francophone Africa. She has designed and delivered “English for the 
Council Presidency of the EU” on six occasions: Austria (twice), France, Slovenia, Hungary, and in 
the Czech Republic. Her clients are public administrators, politicians, trade diplomats, repre-
sentatives of SME organisations, social partners and managers in multi-nationals. Further, she 
prepares candidates who wish to sit the EU Concours. 

Contact

We will be happy to answer all your questions, at 02 / 449 704 52-53 or email es@ainova.sk 
(Marta Jendeková, Kata Cigánová)


